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We consider a dilation-analytic Schrodinger operator represented (by the 
Mellin transform) in the space %& := {f: R -P A 1 f  is measurable and 
j” oc I/ f(J) 112 d2. < cc }, A is L’(S*), where S2 is the unit sphere in R3. In this 
representation a notion of resonance eigenfucntions is defined by using a certain 
Gelfand triple. We find an isomorphic connection between the space of resonance 
eigenfunctions and the space N(HM(B)-z,,), Im 8> -fArgz,, where 
N(HM(B) - z,,) is the space of eigenfunctions associated with a resonance zO and the 
&dilated operator HM(o) in the space &,. 6 1986 Academic press. IX 
Our purpose is to introduce the notion of resonance eigenfunctions for a 
dilation-analytic Schriidinger operator. This has been done for a mul- 
tiplicative, radial, and analytic potential [2, p. 3391, but not for our more 
general class of potentials. 
The starting point is the space of eigenfunctions N(H(6J) - zO) associated 
with a resonance z0 and the o-dilated operator H(0) in the position space 
representation, Im 0 > - 4 Arg zO. 
In the case of a multiplicative, radial, and analytic potential, the (in 
relation to our work basic) observations are: 
(1) There exists a basis (tji(0));=, (n finite) of N(H(0)-z,) for 
Im 13 > - i Arg zO, such that $i(0) is analytic in 8 and (explicitly) 
(2) $,(e) is of the form $,(e)(r) = qi(reie), where {q,(r)};, i is a basis 
of the space of resonance eigenfunctions. We remark that q,(r) is analytic 
in r. 
(3) Furthermore we have for Im 0 30 that cpi(re”) - ei(zO”‘*re’O for 
r-03. 
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For the connection between the space of resonance eigenfunctions and 
an analytically continued resolvent (associated with the Schrodinger 
operator) we refer to [2, p. 344, (12.40)]. 
We find the problem of generalizing the notion of resonance eigen- 
functions to our more general case interesting (in view of the above con- 
nection), and we are motivated by the above observations. For instance we 
expect that in a suitable space (for a multiplicative, radial, and analytic 
potential, this space is a space of at most exponentially increasing 
functions), in which the representation space (L2(R3)) is continuously and 
densely embedded, we can continue any given vector belonging to 
N(H(B) - zO) (Im 8 > - j Arg zO) analytically in 0 to 0 = 0. We expect that 
this continuation does not belong to the representation space, whenever 
- 4 Arg z,, > Im 0 z 0 and the continuation is not identical to zero (this is 
the case for the functions cpi(reie) in (3)). 
In the attempt to carry out the above program we meet technical 
problems and we will not proceed in this way (Is the program feasible?). 
What we actually shall do is to exchange the representation space L*(R’) 
for the Mellin transformed space ZM = {f: R’ -+ A 1 f is measurable and 
sTco (/f(L) 112 dl< co}. In this representation space we shall make the 
above continuation, which turns out to be extremely simple; in fact it is 
given by multiplication with the function e”“’ (according to (8)) with a 
function, which turn out to be what we call a resonance eigenfunction. 
Using a certain Gelfand triple (( 1)) we define the space of resonance 
eigenfunctions (Definition 11) by means of the operators H,, ~ u and 
R ,,, e+ _ Jz) (Diagrams 3 and 2, respectively). 
dur results are collected in Theorem 12 and Theorem 15. 
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
Given Hilbertspaces $ and Z2 we denote by B(,X; Z2), C(&, X2), and 
O(q) &*) respectively the space of all bounded linear operators from ;X; 
to Z2, the subspace of compact operators from 6 to Z2, and the space of 
all linear operators with domain space 3u; and range space X2. 
If & = Y& we set 
~(&)=~(~~ 3%) 
C(8) = C(X, 3%) 
and 
O(6) = O(=%, %), 
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Given closed subspaces &“, c 8, Xi c X1, and HE O($ , X2) it is con- 
venient to denote by H,,,,,;,;, the operator defined by 
and 
H,,~,,;x;,f = Hs, for f E W-b,.++,). 
We require that this operator belongs to B(X”;, 2”;). 
The operators H,,.,,;,;, and HI,,,,;,;, are defined in a similarly way. 
The graph of an operator A is denoted by T(A). 
BY R R-9 R,, and N we shall mean (-00, co), ( -cc, 0), [0, cc), and 
{ 1, 2 ,... }, respectively. 
We consider the dilation group { U(0) je, w  acting on the Hilbert space 
2 = L2(R3). Setting A = t(XP + PX), the generator of U(0), we have for 
f~ Y?, 8 E R, and x E R3 that (U(d)f)(x) = (e”“f)(x) = e3’2sf(eex). 
The spectral family of A is denoted by {Pi},, R, 
For some UE R, satisfying 0 <a < n/2, we consider the operator 
H = Ho + V on X”, where H, = -A and I/ satisfies the following three con- 
ditions: 
(1) V is symmetric and H,-compact. 
(2) V is a-dilation-analytic; that is, V(0) := U(0) VU( 4), 8 E R, has 
an analytic extension in 8 from 84 to {8,l)Im0,)<a) as a 
B(CS(H,), X)-valued function (denoted by V(0)). 
(3) V(0) has a continuous extension from {e,I 1 Im 0,I <u} to 
{ 8,I / Im 8, ( d a} as a B(g(H,), X)-valued function. 
DEFINITION. By the condition V(e) = U(0) VU( -0), 0 E R, has an 
analytic extension in 8 from 8 E R to { t?r 1 1 Im 8r I < u} as a B(9( H,), X)- 
valued function, we shall mean the above conditions (2) and (3). 
Throughout the rest of this paper we shall always mean analytic in the 
interior of Q and continuous on Q, when we write that a certain function is 
analytic in a set Q. 
Setting H,,(8) = eC2’H,, for 8 E (0, 1 I Im 8, ( <a}, we denote by H(8) the 
operator Ho(e) + v(e), eE {e, 1 I Im 8, I da}. 
Clearly, H(0) is an analytic extension of U(0) HU( -e), 6 E R, in 8 from 
t9o R to (0,) I Im e1 I <a} as a B(9(H,), X)-valued function. 
DEFINITION. By the set of resonances we shall mean the set of isolated 
and nonreal eigenvalues of H(b). 
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According to the basic results concerning position of resonances, eigen- 
values, etc., of a dilation-analytic Schr6dinger operator (we refer to [3, 5, 
6 J), the set of resonances is confined to {z # 0 IO > Arg z > -- 2~). 
Fixing b, 0 <b < u, we consider the following sets: 
S,+ = (8~O<Im8<a} 
S,- = (0lOkImQZ -6) 
A,+ = {q E X 1 q(8) = U(0)q has an analytic extension 
in8from8E[WtoS,+} 
Ab- = {cp G Z? 1 (p(0) = U(0)cp has an analytic extension 
in e from 8 E [w to Sb- } 
c ++ = {z(Imz>OandRez>O) 
C,= {z#Olq’2,Argz> -2~). 
For ZE C, 
S,={el -$Argz<Ime<u}nS,+. 
R, is the set of eigenvalues of H(k) in C,\C + + . 
S(R) is the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing functions on Iw. 
C,(R) is the set of continuous functions on Iw vanishing at infinity. 
R is L’(S*), where S2 is the unit sphere in [w3. 
The norm and the inner product on A are denoted by 11 . II4 and (., .)R, 
respectively. 
We define the following spaces of A-valued, measurable functions on [w: 
Jf lu.o+ = 
i 
f I Ilf II&,+ := s m (l+e-*““).IIf(lZ)/I:d~<co --8 1 
Z&b- = fl llfll&,- := i c4 (1 +e2bA)~lIf(~)II~d~<m (O<b<a) -cc 
&.,-b= SI Il.fll&,-,:= srn (1+e2b”)~‘.IIf(n)il:d~<co 
I 
(OGbda). 
-cc 
The norm on X is denoted by 1). /I, and as indicated above the canonical 
norms on ZM, %M,a+, =@&, and X&-b are denoted by IIdxM, II~II~,,,o+~ 
II . II x.&Lb - ’ and 1). )I JI”M -*, respectively. Similar notations are used for inner 
products. 
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Letting u, w  E A, (u, w)~ is taken to be linear in u and antilinear in w, and 
similarly for all other inner products. 
For f E XMXbm and g E X”, b we define 
Clearly X& - c Y&, c X?, ~ b and (XM,h - )* = %&, ~ b with respect to the 
form defined above. 
We use the fact that the Mellin transform ii4 is a unitary operator from 
X’ to &,, and A is diagonalized by A4 [l]. (Other facts about the Mellin 
transform will not be utilized.) 
Soon we shall show that MA,. = s?~,~~. 
Fixing (3~ (0, 1 (Im8,( <a} we define H,(8)=MH(B)AP’. 
Fixing z E C,\R, and 9 E S, we define 
The operators above are illustrated in Diagram 1 below. For later use 
Diagrams 2 and 3 are given too. 
Diagram 1. z E C,\R, and 8 ES,, 
Diagram 2. ZE C,\R,, 
Diagram 3. 0E S,+ and b=a-Im 8, 
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HM,b - (8) in Diagram 3 above is H,( 8) ,, 0( XM.6 ) and H,, _ J 0) is defined 
to be (H,,,-(P))* by the duality (1). We emphasize the connection 
between 19 and b. We shall later show (Lemma 5) that Hw, -Jo) in this way 
is well defined. H,-(B) is defined to be M-‘H,,,-(8)M. 
The operators H,,JO), H,,,- (0), etc., will be abbreviated as H,, H,,,,,- , 
etc. 
We now explain Diagram 2: For z E C+ + and 8~ [w, R,(8, z) = 
e”(‘)R,(z) e-“(.) (R,(z) = R,&O, z)). Hence, R,(z) =ePiB“‘R,(B, z) e”(‘). 
By analytic extension in 0 to 0 = iu E S,+ (see the remark below), we get 
(2) 
Remark that we interpret eie(‘) as an analytic B(2M,o+, XM)-valued 
function in 0 E S,+ and ePie(.) as an analytic B(&M, XM, _ .)-valued 
function in 19 E S,+ . Furthermore we use the fact that RM(Q, z) is analytic in 
0 E S,+ as a B(ZM)-valued function. 
Clearly the right-hand side of (2) has a meromorphic continuation in z 
from z E C+ + to C, with poles at R,, given by ea(‘)R,(ia, Z) eMa( This 
continuation is denoted by RM,,+,-Jz). 
Hence we have proved that Rll.I(z),,.(,,,~+,,,,_~) for ZE C+ + has a 
meromorphic continuation in z to C, with poles at R, given by 
R M,a+,-u (z) = e”“‘R,(ia, z) e-““‘. (3) 
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We prove our main result (Theorem 12) by collecting results from a 
series of lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Fixing b, 0 <b < a, we have equipping the space A,- with the 
norm I)q/IAbm =(Ilcpl(*+ IIcp(-ib)J12)1’2 (BEADY) that M is a unitary 
operator from A,- onto ZM,b - . 
Prooj The Lemma is easily proved from the fact that A4 diagonalizes 
the generator A (see also [7, pp. 641-6421). 
We shall now study the operators HM,bm(8) (see Diagram 3) in some 
detail. For convenience we consider the conjugated operators H,- (8) = 
M-‘H,,,-@)A4 (D iagram 3). By Lemma 1, H,-(B)= H(B),,oIAb-). 
LEMMA 2. ForzElK andf9E{tJlJIm8, =a-b}, thefollowingsetsare 
equal and independent of z E R _ and 0 E { 0, I Im e1 = a - b}: 
(1) 9(Hb-(B))={$~Ab-($~9(Ho)andH(B)+~A,~}. 
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(2) O,:={ICIEA,-13~EA,-:IC/=(H,-z)-‘cp}. 
(3) {$~A~~I$(tj)~9(H~)for all OES~-, and I/I(O) is analytic as a 
I-valuedfunction}. 
Proof The first resolvent equation provides easily that for all z E R ~ 
0,={ICIEAb~(3~EAb~:~=(H,+l)~‘cp}. 
(3) c (1) and (2) c (3) are easily proved too. 
We now prove that (1) c (2) for one ZE !JK : Let II/ E~(H~-(B)) and 
choose ZEK\~(H(&). Let cpl =(H(@-z)@. Then cpl eAb-. Using the 
second resolvent equation, we have 
I(/=wm-Wcpl 
= [(Ho -z)-‘-(Ho -z)-‘(H(B)-H,)(H(Q)-z)-‘]cp, 
=(Ho -z)-‘[l -(H(B)-H,)(H(B)-z)-qq,. 
Because [l-(H(&H,)(H(@-z)-‘]cp, belongs to A,-, we have 
shown that II/ = (H, - z) ~ ’ cp, where cp = [ 1 - (H(B) - H,)(H(@ - z) ~ ‘1 
cpl EAT-. 
Hence II/ E O,, and the Lemma is proved. 
Remark 3. To be used in the proof of Lemma 5, we remark that 
{ $ E A,- ) Icp E A,- : II/ = (H, + 1 ))‘cp} is dense in X’. This is easily proved 
from the fact that 9(H,) and A,- are dense in A?. 
The following Lemma will be used in the proof of Lemma 5. 
For q E S(R) we denote by Fq = t and F-‘q = r) the Fourier-transfor- 
mation and the inverse Fourier-transformation of q, respectively. 
LEMMA 4. For DEB:= (r, ES(IW)IF~~ EC;(K!)}, we have the identity 
(H,+l)~(A)(H,+1)-‘=1(A)(H,+1)~‘+(e~~)(A)H,(H,+1)-‘, 
where e*( ): [w + [w is given by s + e*‘. 
Proof: For C = (1/2x)“*, q E B, f E 2, and g E .9(H,) we consider 
(WWo + I)-‘h Wo + l)g) 
= 
s m rl(t)d(P,(Ho + I)-‘f, Wo + l)g) -cc 
=T (I” ) d(s) e’“‘ds d(P,(H, + l))‘A (H, + 1)g) --co -cc 
= C lcu dsf(s) luo e’“‘d(P,(H, + l))‘f, (H, + l)g) (Fubini) 
-4 -cc 
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=Cj” dsrj(s)(eisA(Ho + l)-‘f, (HO + 1)g) 
--m 
=cjm dsQ(s)((Ho + 1) eiSA(Ho + l)-‘f, g) 
-00 
=cj” dsli(s)(e”“(e-““Hoe”” + 1 )(H, + 1) ~‘S, g) 
-cl2 
=cj” ds~(s)(e”“(e2”Ho + l)(H, + l)-‘f, g) 
-cc 
= c jm dsfj(s) jm eis’d(P,(e2”Ho + l)(HO + l)-‘f, g) 
--co -02 
+ jcc f/(t) 4PtWo + WY 8) (Fubini) 
-m 
= tCte%)tA)H, + vrP)l(ffo + l)-‘f, 8). 
We have proved that for q E B and all f E X and all g E 9(H,) 
(?(A)(Ho + I)-‘f, (Hcl+ l)g) 
= ([(e%)(A)ffo +qtA)ltH, + I)-‘f, g). 
Hence for all fE%, q(A)(H, + 1)-l f~9(H,) and 
(H, + l)q(A)(H, + l)-‘f= [(z&A)Ho +q(A)](H, + 1)-‘&f 
The identity is proved. 
LEMMA 5. ~(H,-(~))=(~EA~-I~~EA~~:~=(H,+~)~’~~} isdense 
in Ab- with respect to the 11. (IA*- -topology. 
ProojI Using Lemma 4 we get for cp, E Ab- and q E B that 
q(A)(HO + l)-‘cp, = (H,, + I)-‘[r](A) + (e%)(A)H,](H, + l)-‘cp,. 
Setting cp = [q(A) + (eq)(A)HO](H,, + 1)-l cp,, we find that cp E Ab- 
and 
q(A)(H, + I)-‘cp, = (HO + 1)-‘cp. 
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Hence, by Lemma2, q(A)(HO + l))‘cp, E~(H~~(B)) for all (pi EAT 
and all q E B. 
It now suffices to prove that given II/ E Ab ~, which satisfies the condition: 
For all VE B and for all ‘p, EARN, (q(,4)(H0 + l))‘cp,, $)Ah- =O; then 
* =o. 
Assuming that for all VE B and all ‘p, EARN, (q(A)(H, + 1))’ 
cpi, $)Ab- =O, we consider 
(?(A)(Ho + l)-‘cpl? +I& 
= 
I n; (1 +e2b”)(Wrl(A)Wo + l)~‘cp,)(~), (MII/)(l)), d,! -cc 
= Cjz (1 +e2b’) jrn dte’“‘tj(t) 
-- 2 -x 
x ((WHO + l)-‘cp,)(4~ (M+)(d)), dJ (c= ($J2). 
By setting g(l)=((l +eZb’.)‘j2(M(H0 + 1))‘cpi)(l), (1 +e2b”)1’2(M1C/))A, 
we find that ge L’(R) and 
The left-hand side is equal to zero by assumption, and by Fubini the 
right-hand side is equal to j: o. rj(t) g(t) dt. That is, for all q E B 
I Oc q(t) g(t)dt=O. -m 
By the Du Bois-Reymond theorem we find that g(t) = 0 a.e. Because Fp ‘: 
L’(lR)+ C,(R) is one-to-one, g(t)=O, a.e. Hence, ((M(HO + l))‘cp,)(t), 
(M$)(f))A =0 a.e. and thus we get for all cpi E Ab- that 
((fhl+ l)-lcpl, II/)=Q 
We use Remark 3, and conclude II/ = 0. 
The Lemma is proved. 
Because of Lemma 5 the operators H,,- ,(0) in Diagram 3 are well- 
defined. 
LEMMA 6. T(H,-(8)) is dense in T(H(8)). 
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ProoJ: Let xeT(H(B)). Then for some cp EX, x= {(H, + l)-‘cp, 
fNwo + W’v}. 
Because A,- is dense in 2, we can find {(P~}$ c Ab- such that (Pi -+ cp 
inXfork+co. 
Then {{(HO + l)-‘cp,, H(B)(H, + l)-‘cpkj);” = T(H,-(0)) and 
{WI3 + 1-h> fmwo + Wcp,l+ (Wo + wcp, fmH0 -t l)-‘cpj 
for k --) co. 
Hence the Lemma is proved. 
Before stating the next lemma we remark that for 6 E S,+ 
(H,(B))” = M(H(B))*M-’ = MH(B)MP = HM(e). 
LEMMA 7. HM,-b(%o(zu)= H,(B). In particular we have for t? = 0 
HM, - -H,. 40(*.&f) - 
Proof First we prove that HM,-b(B),,O~JuM~ t H,(B): 
Let ge9(H,,-,(B))n&” and assume H,,_,(~)~EJ’&. We shall show 
that g E 9&w(8)) and H,(e) g = H,,,,-,(e) g. 
For allfEG2(HM,b-(8)) 
(&,b-(8)~ g)b-,-b = (f, HM,-b(e)g)b ,-b’ (4) 
Because g, H,,-,(O) g E Ye,, we have for all f~ g(H,,,-(B)) 
(fb(@ f, d&% = (f, HMM, - bte) dX&!. (5) 
From this equation and Lemma 6 we get for all f E 9(H,(B)) 
We now conclude that gE 9(H,,,(8)) and H,(8) g= HM,_,(t3) g. Hence 
hf,-b(~),,O(.w~) = H,(e)* 
We now prove that HM, _ b( e),, o(JIyM) 3 z-h(e): 
Let gE 9(&,(B)) be given, then we shall show that g E g(HM,-b(e)) 
and HM, -,@I g = fL44 g. 
For all f E 93(H,(@)) 
w,m f, gLP,, = (f, HMu(f3 s).v,w 
In particular, for all f E 22( HMU,b - (8)) 
(HM,b-(B)f, b%,-b = (A HM(e)g)b-,-b. 
Hence g E 9( HM, _ J 0)) and HM, _ b( 0) g = H,( 0) g. The Lemma is proved. 
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We now consider a resonance z. E R,, 8 E S,, and a path y as in the 
diagram below. 
Diagram 4. 
The following two facts are well known [4, Lemma 4.83: 
(1) N(H(8) - zo) (the eigenspace of H(8) associated with zo) is finite 
dimensional. 
(2) There exists a basis {$,(O)}, of N(H(O)-z,), such that e,(O) is 
analytic in 0 E S,, and for all 8, E OX, 8 E S,, 
u(e,) ll/i(e) = bw, + 4. 
Explicitly, given tj(O) E N(H(8) - zO) and analytic (as above) in 0 E SZ,,, 
then for some cpr~A,+ 
bw) = -& j R(e, 4 de) dz. Y 
We fix e(O) and cp as above. For (0 - ia) E R and z E y 
MR(B,z)cp(B)=MU(f?-ia) R(ia,z) U(-(O-ia)) U(O-ia)cp(ia) 
=e i(e-iu)(‘)MR(ia, z) cp(ia). 
Thus, clearly MR(B, z) cp(B) has an analytic extension in 8 from 
(O-ia)ER to ed,+ as an I&,, ~ u-valued function given by 
ei(e-ia)(‘)MR(ia, z) q(ia). 
For OE S,, an analytic extension is given by MR(8, z) q(e) E 
%4 c&f-n. 
Hence we have proved (by uniqueness of analytic extension) that the 
SM-valued analytic function MR(8, z) cp(B) defined for 8 E S,, has an 
analytic continuation in 8 to 8 E S, + as an A?“, _ ,-valued function given by 
CMR(., Z) d.)]“(e) = eice-ia)c”MR(ia, z) cp(ia). (7) 
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Moreover for OE S,+ the continuation above belongs to XM,-b 
(b=a-Ime). 
Using (7) we now easily find that the function M+(O) defined for 8 ES, 
has an analytic continuation in 0 as an &.,, _ .-valued function to 8 E S,+ 
given by 
[Mq!1]“(0)= e’(e~ia)(~)MR(iu, z) q(h) dz. (8) 
For OES,+, [M$]“(0)eSM,--b (b=a-Im8). 
We now prove that [M$]“(B)E~(H~,-~(O)) and (H,,-,(8)-z,) 
[&I$] “(e) = 0. 
LEMMA 8. Fixing 8 E S,+ and z E y we have 
(1) ei(B-io)(‘)MR(iu, 2) q(iu)EL3(H,,~,(8)) 
and 
H,,_,(B)[ei(B-iu)(.)MR(iu, z) cp(iu)] 
=e ‘(e-i~vkf(zR(iu, z) + I) cp(iu); 
(2) CMIc/l “VI Wftad~)) 
and 
(H,,-,(e)-z,)CM~l-(8)=0. 
In particular for 8 = 0, (H,, _ a - zO)[M$] -(O) = 0. 
ProoJ Let f E LS(H,,,- (8)) and (0, - iu) E R. Then 
(e-i(el-i~)(‘)H,(B,)f, MR(iu, z) ~p(iu))~~ 
= (MH(E) M-le~i’el-iu)c~)f, MR(iu, z) cp(iu)),, 
= (e- i(el-ia)(.)x MH(iu) W’MR(iu, z) ~p(iu))~, 
= (f, e’(e~-ia)(‘)M(zR(iu, z) + I) q(iu))xM 
= (f, ei(sl-‘a)(‘)M(zR(iu, z) + I) cp(iu)))bm,~b. 
Hence for (0, - iu) E IF! 
(e~‘(81-‘ia)(.)H~(BI)f, MR(iu, z) ~p(iu))~, 
= (f, ei(B’~ia)(‘)M(zR(iu, z)+Z) cp(i~))~~,_~. 
(9) 
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We remark that e ~ ‘(‘1~ ia)(.‘H,(B, ) f has an analytic extension-given by 
the same expression-in t!Ir from (0, -iu)ER to 8, ES0 := 
{tI,I a 3 Im 8, > Im 0}. To see this we use the equation below for 
(e, - ~U)E R: 
eC’(81-ia)(-)HM(B,)f= MH(TZ)(M-‘f)( -(i&-X)). 
For n E N and (0, - iu) E R, we have 
lCPnn,(.) eCice,‘(“H,(B,)f= lCPn.,)(.) MH(ia)(M--‘f)( - (m)). 
By analytic extension in 8, to til E SB (the left-hand side clearly has such 
an extension, and the right-hand side too because of Lemma 2(3)), we get 
for e1 E Se 
l( ~ .,,,(. ) eCiCB1 ~ i”“‘)HM(Bl)f 
= 1 ( ~ .,,)(. ) MH(ia)(W ‘f)( - (e,)). 
Letting n-+ cc we get for 8, ES~ (remark that, e-“e’~ia’(“H~(Bl)fE 
&“; this follows easily from the condition onf) 
eCi(BL-ill)(‘)Hw(B,)f= MH(Ei)(Mplf)( - (f&Ti)). 
We conclude that the left-hand side is analytic in 8, (0, ES,), because 
the right-hand side is (Lemma 2(3)). 
Using the above remark, we extend (9) analytically in 8, to 8, = 0 E SB 
and get 
(eCi(8pia’(“HM(B)f, MR(iu, z) cp(iu))xM 
= (f, e”e-iu)c”M(zR(iu, z) +I) cp(iu)), ,.. h. 
Hence, 
(H,(B)f, ei(ep’a)(“MR(iu, z) cp(iu)),-,p, 
= (f, ei’e-ia)(‘)M(zR(iu, z) + I) cp(iu)),-,-,. 
(10) 
Because (10) is true for all f E g(H,+,b-(8)), we have proved (1). 
By integrating (10) we get for all f E g((H,,,- (g)) 
ei(e-ia)(‘)MR(iu, z) cp(iu) dz 
> b-,-b 
‘(s-ia)(‘)M(zR(iu, z)) cp(iu) dz 
> h-,-h 
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Hence 
and 
Thus 
wM,-b(~)-%x~~I “uv 
1 =-- 
I 2ni y 
ei(e-i”)(‘)M(zR(iu, z)) q(h) dz 
ei(e-i=)(‘)MR(iu, z) q(iu) dz 
(z - zo) R(iu, z) cp(ia) dz 
=ei’B-iio)(~)M(H(iu)-~O)$(iu)=O. 
Part (2) is proved. 
LEMMA 9. For z E C, \R, 
WR M,o+,-.(4kwG4-J (BY for range), 
and for all cp~A,+ 
(H,,-.-z)R,,,+,-.(z)M~=M~. 
Moreover, for all cp E A,+ 
’ R -- 
s 271i y 
M,a+,-a(z) ~v~=wH.k4-L3)~ 
and 
R.w,a+,-a(z) Mu dz 1 
= -& j (~&,a+,-a(z)) Mv ‘iz. 
Y 
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Proof Let cp~A,+ and ZEC+ +. Then for allfE9(H,,0m) 
(HAL,-.A RM,,+,-.(z) Mv >a-, -a 
= W.wMf, R,(z) Mv)).eM 
= (f, (I+ Z&AZ)) MvLe, 
= <f, U+z&,,+,-o(z)) Mq)a-,-a. 
By analytic continuation in z from z E C+ + to z E C,\R, we get for all 
f~fWJ,,a-) 
<H,,,-f, Rw,a+.-a(z) Mv),-,-a 
= CL U+ zR,w,,+,-a(z)) MQ),-,-.. 
(11) 
Hence, RM,a+, - ,(z) MvE~(H,,-.) and (H,,-. -z) Z?W-~(Z)MP= 
Mv. 
We integrate (11) and get for all f E ZB(H,,,- ) 
Hence, 
1 
-iR 271i y ~,a+,-&) WJ dzEWH,,-a), 
and 
R ~,a+,-&) Mv dz 1 
= -&j W&+.-.(z)) Mv dz. Y 
The Lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 10. For @l(0) and cp as in (6), we have: 
(1) Unless [MJl]“(0)=Ofor PIES,+ 
CM+1 “UV 4: *i, for 8~(0~ jOdIm8, < -tArgz,}; 
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for 0~ (0, IO<Im8, < -iArgz,}. 
(2) [M$] “(0) = - (1/2rci) jy R, (1+, _ Jz) Mq dz, and the residue of 
&w-a (2) at z=zo, denoted by Res(z,), is a finite-rank operator. 
(3) Every function g E W(Res(z,)) n N(H,, _ (I - zo) has the form g = 
[MI)] ‘-(0), where [M$] “(0) for 0 ES,+ is given by 
[M+]*(8) = -&.f ei(e-iO)(‘)MR(ia, z) cp(ia) dz, 
Y 
for some cp E A,+. Moreover [M$] -(e) above belongs to N(H,(8) - zo) for 
ed,,. 
(4) For fixed 19 E SZO, an isomorphism is defined from N(H,(O) - zo) 
onto W(Res(z,)) n N(H,,-. - zo) given by multiplication with e-“(‘). 
Proof: (1) From (8) we get 
MR(ia, z) cp(iu) dz, for YES,+. 
Clearly, if [MI,/?] “(0) & 0 for 0 E S,+ , then [M$] “(0) # 0 for all 
ed,+. 
Supppose [M$]“(8,)EXM for some 0,~{0, ~061m01 < -$Argzo}. 
We find a contradiction. 
From Lemma 7 and Lemma 8 (2) we get that [M$] l(0,) E 9(HM(eO)) 
and U?d~o) - z~)CWI “@,I = 0. 
Hence N(H,(B,) - zo) # 0 for some 8,, 0 < Im 8, < - $ Arg zo. But this 
is not true. 
We have a contradiction, and the first part of (1) is proved. 
The second part of (1) follows easily from the first part. 
(2) For zey 
MR(ia, z) q(ia) = MR(ia, z) M-‘Mq(ia) 
= R,(iu, z) eMa(‘)Mq 
(Because Mq(0) = e iec’)Mq, for 8 E Iw, we find by analytic extension in 0 to 
8 = ia that Mq(iu) = eb.)Mq.) 
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[M$] “(O)= -Lea(.) 1 MR(iu, z) cp(iu) dz 
Y 
-1 
=2ni, i 
eU(“R,(iu, z) e-“(“Mq dz 
1 =-- 
s 27G ,, 
R ,+,,a+,--a(z) Mv dz (by (3)). 
Res(z,) is a finite-rank operator, because the residue of R,,,(ia, z) at 
z = z. is. 
(3) Let gEa(Res(z,)) n N(H,, a -zO) be given. Then for some 
PC&~+ 
g= -& s R,+,,+,-.(z) Mv dz  Y 
By using Lemma 9, we find that 
(Hea-z,)g= +-.I (z-z,)R,,,+,_,(z)Mqdz 
i 
= -i,a 
271i s 
(z - zo) R,(iu, z) ep”‘.‘Mq dz. y 
Because (H,, _ a - zO) g = 0 (by assumption) we have 
- & [, (z - zo) R,(iu, z) Mq(iu) dz = 0. 
Hence. 
-&.[ R,(iu,z)Mq(iu)dz~N(H,(iu)-zz,). 
Y 
We now easily find that 
x MR( iu, z) cp( iu) dz E N( H,( 0) - z,,), 
for 8 E S,. Clearly [Mtj] “(0) = g. 
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(4) Let WW) E WL(~) -z,,) (fixed 0~ S,). Then for some 
cp~Ao+ 
ei(e-ia)(‘)MR(iu, z) q(h) dz. 
By Lemma 10 (2) and Lemma 8 (2) we have that 
e-‘e(‘)M$(6) E W(Res(z,)) n N(HM, -~ - zO). 
By Lemma 10 (3) the map (multiplication with e-“(.)) is onto, and 
clearly it one-to-one. 
The Lemma is proved. 
Remark. Using Corollary 2.7 in [S] we find that [M$] -# XM for 0~ 
{d, IOdIm8, G -fArgz} ([M$]“(Q L m emma 10 (l)), if certain further 
conditions are assumed on V. 
DEFINITION 11. By resonance eigenfunctions at .q,, we mean the 
functions belonging to a(Res(z,)) n N(H,,-. -z,), where Res(z,) is the 
residue of RMMa+,-Jz) at z=z,,. 
We now state our main result. z. and y are as above (Diagram 4). 
THEOREM 12. (1) A finite number of functions, each one given for some 
Mv E %‘~‘,a+ by 
M$(t?) = -& f e’(e-iU)(‘)R,(iu, z) e-O(“Mq dz, 
V 
form an analytic (in 0) basis for N(H,(O) - zO) for 
BE&, = (0, ( -$Argz, <Ime, GU} 
(2) The basis function M$( 0) defined for tl E S,, in ( 1) has a XM, ~ a- 
valued continuation in tl to 0 E S,+ given by 
[M)]“(O)= -&.I eicePia)(‘)RM(iu, z) e-a(“Mq 
v 
(3) ~M,--u,,o(~M) = H&f. 
(4) For ZEC++, R~(z),,~(~~,~+,~~,-~, has a meromorphic con- 
tinuation in z to C,, given by 
R M,a+,-O(z) = e”“‘R,(ia, z) e-u(.). 
Furthermore W(R,,,+,- Jz)) and %?(Res(z,) are subspaces of 9(H,,-.). 
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(5) An isomorphism of N(H,(ia) - zO) onto the space of resonance 
eigenfunctions at z0 is given by multiplication with en(‘) or, equivalently, by 
analytic continuation as in (2) and restriction to 8 = 0. 
Moreover, fixing a resonance eigenfunction [M$] “(O), we have unless 
[MI/Q] “(0) = 0 that 
5 
om )I [M~]-(0)(~)II:e-‘“82”d~= co 
for all OE (0, IOQIm8, < -4Argz,}. For YES,, eis”)[M$]“(0)E 
N(H,d@ - ~0). 
COROLLARY 13. Fixing the basis function M$(d) defined for 8 E S,, in 
(1) we have that the X-valued function Il/(t!I)=M-‘(M$(t9)) is maximum 
analytic in S,, in the following sense: 
For all E > 0, +(fJ) does not have an analytic continuation from S,, to 
(6, 1 - f Arg z. -E < Im ~9~ da} as an X-valued function. 
2. THE SPECTRUM OF H,,-. 
LEMMA 14. For ZE {zI #O(O<Argz, d2a) 
(Ho, - &&,,a-) 4 B(%G- 1. 
Proof. We suppose ( HOy - z);&~~,,- ) E B(X,,,a- ) and we find a con- 
tradiction. 
Using the fact that for 8 E R, FU(0) = V( - 0) F (F is the Fourier-trans- 
form on X), we find easily that given cp E A,-, then 
F~IEA,+ and II (~(0) II = II (Fv)( - 0) II for YES,-. (12) 
Remarking that cp defined by cp(r)=e-’ belongs to A,-, we have by 
assumption that (Ho - z) ~ ‘q E A,-. 
Let 0~S,~\{t?i (Im8, = -$Argz}, then 
IIWo-z)-‘cplI.,c 
Because there exists C # 0, such that Fq = C/(( )’ + 1 )2, we find that 
is uniformly bounded in ~‘YIES,-\{~~ )Im0, = -+Argz}. 
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But 
xep3j20)2dk-+cc for 8-+ -IArgz. 
2 
Hence we have found a contradiction, and we have proved 
that(&, - z)&~,,,+- ) 4 B(%.I.,~- ). 
Letting a,(H,) be the set of finite-dimensional, isolated eigenvalues of 
H,, we shall prove 
THEOREM 15. o(H~,-~)=o~(H~M)u {z#OIO>ArgzZ -2~) u (0). 
ProoJ Remarking that H,,,- is closed (this is easy to see, because 
rW,,,-) = 4H,) n J&W x %,a- and II . II .e.&f/- > II . llJP~)V 
we have 
Hence that is enough to prove that o(H,,~-) is equal to T := a,(H,) u 
(z#O~O,<Argzd2a)u{O}. 
Clearly, [w _ n crP( HM) c O( H,,,a- ). (R emark that every eigenfunction 
associated with a negative eigenvalue of H, belongs to 9(H,,,-). This is 
easy to prove.) 
We now prove that a(H,,,-) c T. 
Let z $ T be given. Then, because RM(z) XM,=- c s&- 
WA,+- -1 Rw(z),,ocs~,.-) =LrM,, 
and 
&&) ,,o(sq,-)(%a- -z)=Lw,-~. 
Furthermore for all 40 E A,- 
II b&) II o(~Mo- ) Mv 11 A,,- 
=II(R~~~cp~~-~~~l12+II~~~~cpl12 
<maxi II N - ia, z) II&JI”j9 II R(z) ll&xJ> II MV II&,p. 
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Thus b(z),, o(~oM,a- ) EB(Z”+-), and we have proved that z# a(H,.,-). 
That is, G( H,,,- ) c T. 
To finish the proof, it is enough to show that (z # 0 IO < Arg z < 2a) c 
a( H,,, - ) (remark that a( H,,, - ) is closed): 
Let z E {zl # 0 10 < Arg z, 6 2~) be given and suppose z $ a(H,,,- ). We 
find a contradiction. 
Denoting (H,,am - y))’ by RM,,- (Y) for y 4 dH,,,- ), we have by 
definition 
(H,w,o- z) &,,a-(~) = Lr,,,- . 
Hence 
R,,,-(z) = R,(z)(H,,,- -z) RMM,o-(z) = R,(z) I,,+- > 
that is, 
RM(~I,o~,..-) = &,,a- (~1. (13) 
We now show that V,R,,,m(z) E C(&&). Clearly V,R,,,m(z) E 
w&4,,- 1. 
Fix zr E [w- \a(H,). Because of the first resolvent equation, 
V,R,,,m(z)~ C(X,,a-) if V,Rw,,m(zl)~ C(X,,,-); but this is easy to 
prove [8, p. 219, the proof of Lemma 4.11 and hence V,R,,,-(z) E 
C(%f,, - 1. 
Clearly N(I- VMRM,um (z)) = 0 (otherwise, by (13) N(Z- V,R,(z)) #O, 
which is not true). 
We now conclude that [I- V,RM,,o-(z)] ~’ exists (we use 
V,R,,,m(z)~ C(XM,,-)), and from 
(HM-z)-‘=(HOM-Z)-‘[I-VM(HM-z)-‘] 
we find using ( 13) that 
(Ho, -4&M..-, = &,a-@)[I- J’,R~.,,c(z)l-~ E B(~M,~~ 1. (14) 
Equation (14) contradicts Lemma 14, and we have proved the theorem. 
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